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Smile- It's contagious
Eye contact- Builds trust/Shows confidence
Enthusiasm- Creates curiosity and excitement

A Winning Sales Pitch in 5 Simple Steps

A well-constructed sales pitch is what bridges the gap between losing or closing a sale. It is
important that you have a well-thought-through sales pitch to ensure you generate intrigue and
interest when approaching a lead, warm or cold. 

We have broken down the steps to creating a masterful sales pitch with Milan Acquisition’s 5
Simple Steps Formula. 

This is a brief overview of our Sales Bootcamp. If you wish to gather with other individuals
wanting to perfect their salesmanship skills in a fun and interactive environment, click this
“Link” to see how our Sales Bootcamp can help you close 60% more sales, as it did for the
hundreds of other individuals like you who have gone through our 5-day program.

As complicated as creating a winning sales pitch can sound, let’s break it down step by step.

Step 1: Introduce yourself to the client

Start the conversation by introducing yourself; your name, who you are, and what you do. This
might include whom you represent if you work for another company, or your own if you are
an entrepreneur or a business owner. 

Ex: “Hi, how are you? My name is Joe, and I am a representative of ABC Company.”

You may also want to use non-verbal S.E.E Factors to establish trust:

Use the Icebreakers theory to build rapport and find common ground. The objective of the
icebreaker is to make the prospect feel at ease and comfortable speaking with you.

You:” Hi, how are you? It's a beautiful store you have here, I really love those homemade candles you
have in the front.
Customer: “Oh thank you so much. How can I help you?”
You: “Well, my name is Joe, and I am a representative of ABC Company.”

Simple, right? No need to overcomplicate things. Let’s move on to Step 2.
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Give the customer something to relate with you on
Build the impulse to buy
Qualify yourself and the prospect
Briefly explain who you are, why you’re there, and what you’re doing
Ask questions to determine a prospect readiness, willingness, and ability to buy

Step 2: Your Short Story

The short story is an important part of the conversation with a prospect. It allows to
remove skepticism, build interest, and qualify the customer, meaning is the prospect
actually fitting your targeted clientele.

The Short Story is all about questioning and listening. Start with general questions
about their business to build a positive rapport. Then, inform the customer of why you
are there, and how you are wanting to provide value. Afterward, ask qualifying
questions to assess the prospect's readiness, willingness, and ability to buy your product
or service. 

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Ex: “The reason why I’m here is to inform business owners that our company just finished
upgrading this entire area with fiber-optic! My main objective today is to ensure business
owners are aware of this great news! Before I proceed, I just want to confirm you’re the one
that handles the telecommunications account? 

After your short story, you should have identified the prospect’s Hot Buttons (pain
points). This gives you the knowledge and information needed to move to Step 3: The
Presentation. 

Step 3: Your Presentation

This is the step where you take the information provided by the customer and translate
it into a proposal. Needless to say, this part will not be successful if you haven’t
identified the needs of the customers through the previous step. You must also ensure
you are with a prospect that fits your targeted clientele.

While doing your presentation, paint a compelling picture of how your product or
service will actually bring value to the prospect.

Ex: “ So Mr/ Mrs [Prospect's name] this is what I will do for you today ...”
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The next step is very simple.
All we have to do at this point is find the earliest date we can get you set up.
Do you prefer weekdays or weekends for an installation date?

Listen and watch for buying signs
Eye contact throughout the entire pitch
Head nodding in agreement
Stop and answer questions (Listen to your customer’s needs)
Visualize a win-win outcome
Take control and close with confidence 

You need to build the impulse by reminding them of what the current challenge is
and what your solution is to their existing needs 
Keep it short and simple. Do not overcomplicate the presentation. Focus only on
providing the solution to the pain point and keep building the impulse until they reach
the impulse buying line.

Step 4: The Close

Once you have presented your offering and generated interest in the prospect by clearly
informing them throughout the 3 previous steps of how your offering could solve their
problem or fit their need, now is the time where you transition to the Close.

While transitioning to the Close, look for buying signs such as nodding, eye contact,
specific questions demonstrating a willingness to move forward from the prospect. 

There are many closing statements you could use to make a smooth transition from
presentation to close.

Ex: “Excellent! The next step to getting you onboarded is very simple. All we need to do is fill
up this form. As soon as it is completed, I will process this back at the office, and we are a go.
What is the best phone number to reach you at?"

Here are some KEY POINTS for you to remember:

After you have closed the sale with your customer, now you must conduct what we call
a “Rehash”. This is out Step 5. 
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Step 5: Rehash the key elements of the Sale

This step simply consists of circling back on key elements regarding the conversation
you had. Key elements might be the exact product/service you sold them, the date and
time of when you will come back, the date and time of when it will be effective,
pricing, etc. 

Ex:” Excellent! I am really looking forward to collaborating with your company. This ______
(product/service you sold them) will really assist your company to reach its goal of
_______(how your offering fits the customer's needs). I will be back on _________(date and
time you will come back) with the paperwork to get things off the ground for you. Here is my
business card, feel free to reach out to me if there is anything in the meantime.”

Conclusion
And, that’s it! Your sales pitch has been created as easy as 5 steps. Keep in mind that
sales representatives were not all born with salesmanship skills, they simply found a
proven formula that works effectively. Milan’s formula has been tested over the last
decade and has been adopted by hundreds of experienced sales representatives and
beginners.

If you wish to learn more about all the aspects of sales that might force you to adapt
your pitch such as personality types, different objections, impulse factors to name a
few, click this “link” and explore how our 5-day Sales Bootcamp dives deeper into
each step to adequately equip you with the knowledge and skills to close a sale no
matter the obstacle the prospect might throw at you. 

Develop fearless and successful salesmanship skills with Milan Academy!

Now go on, and write down your pitch. 

Next time you approach a prospect, use this 5-steps method, and see for yourself!
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